Government A
- Chosen by the people
- People can own their own businesses
- No government handouts
- Class society: Rich, Poor, Middle Class
- Limited government interference in the economy
- Freedom and rights

Government B
- Dictator
- Classless society
- Everyone is equal
- Government controls all means of production
- Government makes all decisions regarding the economy
- All workers paid the same wages
- Limited rights and freedoms
Group Tasks

**Sherman 244-246 & 270-271**
- Discuss why Fascism might have been appealing to the lower middle classes in Italy.

**Rogers 228-230**
- Describe the problems the Treaty of Versailles is causing for Germany. How do the Nazis plan to restructure the nation?

**Andrea 394-399**
- Discuss Hitler's plans to reorient German foreign policy. Explain his goals and how they are to be achieved.

**Sherman 275-276 & Andrea 403-404**
- Discuss the steps Japan must take to prepare for the foreign challenges it will meet. Do you agree or disagree with Kingorō's explanation?
Fascism
- Germany 1920s
  - Nazi Party rises
    - Worker Party

Fascism
- extreme conservatism
- Art has full control
- allele glorification of state
- extreme nationalism

Need pure race
- Aryan race - pure blooded

German
- Weimar Republic weak
- Hitler elected 33% vote

Coalition Government
Mussolini  Hitler  Tojo
Mussolini:
- transportation
- would've upset 1/2 won WWII if it didn't get land

Japan:
- circumvent reparations
- no trade with them
- expand to get resources
The Spread of Japan to the Outbreak of World War II
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